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Abstract 

A large portion of the Defense affiliation directly takes the help of 

robots to do various dangerous occupations that is outlandish by the 

official. These robots used in Defense are normally used with the 

consolidated system, including video screens, sensors, laser weapon, 

metal identifier and cameras. The Defense robots moreover have 

different shapes according to the explanations behind each robot. Here 

the new system is proposed with the help of remote camera through we 

can follow out the interlopers (cloud individuals) and the robot will be 

used with consolidated structures, including, sensors, gripper and a 

weapon. Thusly, the proposed structure, and Multi-helpful gatekeeper 

Robot using remote framework GSM through we can control the robot. 

This is especially sorted out mechanical structure to spare human life 

and shield the nation from adversaries. 

 

Keywords: RFID, Smoke detector, PIR sensor, Internet of Things, 

LASER.  
 

 
1. Introduction  

Apply self-sufficiency has been a staple of forefront 

delivering for more than 50 years. As robots and their 

periphery gear become dynamically progressed, reliable 

and downsized, these systems are continuously being 

utilized for preoccupation, military, and perception 

purposes. A remote-controlled surveillance robot is 

portrayed as robot that is remotely controlled to get 

pictures/video for express purposes. Convenient robots 

that are controlled remotely have critical rules in area of 

rescue and military [2]. Military robots are self-

overseeing robots or remote-controlled devices proposed 

for military applications. Such structures are by and by 

being analyzed by different militaries the essential 

purpose of this endeavor is to realize a Remote 

multifunctional Protection Robot which can be controlled 

through PC or PC using WIFI Module having progress 

and investigates around the danger slanted districts and 

endeavors to perceive the interlopers. Despite this Guard 

Robot is worked with some man-made cognizance for its 

prosperity. It has worked in with Nearness metal sensor 

for distinguishing metal and MQ6 gas sensor for harmful 

gas revelation [1]. Precisely when we consider  

 

Safeguard robots today, there has been a monstrous 

progress as separate from those robots utilized in before 

times. Today, [5] Protection ground robots and unmanned 

vehicles are utilized the world over. Regardless, the 

enormous improvement of the present Guard robots 

comes as battle changes in each region while the all 

around encouraged experience replaces nationalistic 

amazing quality. It may be said that Guard robot 

computerization of the block strategy is the going with 

intermingling of Protection progression [4].This proposed 

framework gives a prologue to plan a fundamental robot 

that can be utilized to do multifunction in secure. Manual 

control is likewise used to control the robot from the 

control room which is organized far away from the 

outskirts zone. The structure utilizes non-business WIFI 

standard for remote correspondence since this offers 

access to the as yet unpublished points of interest and 

endorsement to make. 

 

2. Literature Survey  

In 2016 multifunction robot paper [1] was distributed by 

Pallavi.A.Jagat and P.R. Throat discloses to Today 

mechanical technology is not, at this point restricted to 
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research center trials; they have discovered their way into 

our homes. Being a physical element itself. A few 

structure thoughts have been investigated and are 

introduced trying to augment the client attention to the 

robot's association with the earth. Right now propelled 

observing of the military is finished. This is dealing with 

by the Bluetooth controller programming Apps and we 

are utilizing Bluetooth module for the purposed of the 

interfacing of android Mobile and framework. [2]In June 

2016, a report on apply self-governance says today, 

mechanical innovation is a rapidly creating field, as 

imaginative advances continue; investigating, organizing, 

and manufacturing new robots fill distinctive practical 

needs, whether or not locally, monetarily, or militarily. 

[3] lamberroykar 2015 says Mechanical technology is a 

key development in the propelled world. Various robots 

do errands that are risky to people, for instance, defusing 

bombs, mines and exploring wrecks. 

 

3. Problem Statement  

From the above writing study we have characterized our 

concern explanation as our framework is concentrating on 

building up a robot equipped for identifying warriors and 

psychological oppressor based. The control orders of 

robot like forward, left, right, back are produced from 

GSM if obscure individual identified laser will shoot 

them. Consequently our framework will play out different 

capacities and thus is a shrewd multipurpose Warfield 

robot. 

4. Objectives 

 It perceives all the articles like landmines using metal 

locator  

 It  will moreover have the choice to perceive smoke 

and fire and make sneaky move  

 The robot can be genuinely controlled at this point it 

will have the alternative to find a way to make sure about 

and remain undetected. 

 

5. System Design  

 
Figure 1: Architecture of Robot Vehicle 

 

6. Modules 

LCD:A fluid precious stone showcase (LCD) is a level 

board appear or other electronically changed optical 

device that uses the light-adjusting properties of fluid 

gems 

LASER: A laser is a contraption that transmits light 

through a methodology of optical escalation subject to the 

fortified outpouring of electromagnetic radiation. The 

articulation "laser" started as a condensing for "light 

upgrade by enlivened spread radiation. 

 
PIRSENSORS: An aloof infrared sensor (PIR sensor) is 

an electronic sensor that gauges infrared (IR) light 

radiating from objects in its field of view. They are every 

now and again used in PIR-based development locators. 

PIR sensors are ordinarily used in security cautions and 

modified lighting applications sensors recognize general 

improvement, yet don't give information on whom or 

what moved. Thus, a working IR sensor is required.

 
RFID Radio recurrence Distinguishing proof (RFID) uses 

electromagnetic fields to thusly perceive and follow 

names associated with objects. A RFID name includes a 

little radio transponder; a radio beneficiary and 

transmitter. 
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GPRS: General Parcel Radio service (GPRS) is a pack 

arranged adaptable data standard on the 2G and 3G cell 

correspondence framework's overall system for versatile 

exchanges (GSM). GPRS was set up by European Media 

communications Benchmarks Organization (ETSI) on 

account of the earlier CDPD and I-mode group traded cell 

headways. It is right now kept up by the third Era 

Organization Venture (3GPP). 

 
Smoke detector: A smoke is a gadget that identifies 

smoke, consistently as a marker of fire. Business security 

devices issue a sign to a caution control board 

.  

DC MOTOR: A DC engine is any of a class of rotational 

electrical motors that changes over direct stream 

electrical imperativeness into mechanical essentialness. 

 
 

7. Methodology  

Our framework is concentrating on building up a robot 

equipped for distinguishing troopers and fear based 

oppressor based. The control orders of robot like forward, 

left, right, back are created from GSM if obscure 

individual recognized laser will shoot them. 

Consequently our framework will play out numerous 

capacities and subsequently is a savvy multipurpose 

Warfield robot. 

 

Figure 2: Multiple functions of Warfield robot 

L293 Driver: It is the driver of the DC Motor.  

ANDROID CAMERA: Robot is monitored using the 

Wireless Android camera. 

LAPTOP: Robot can be controlled through a 

Laptop/Mobile. 

 

8. Results 

Our framework is focusing on working up a robot fit for 

recognizing officials and mental aggressor based. The 

control requests of robot-like forward, left, right, back are 

delivered from GSM if cloud individual perceived laser 

will shoot them. As needs be, our structure will play out 

different limits and hence is a quick multipurpose 

Warfield robot. For adventure demo concern, we have 

developed a model module. In future, this undertaking 

can be taken to the thing level. To make this endeavor as 

simple to utilize and extreme, we need to make it limited 

and useful. Going further, by far most of the units can be 

embedded close by the controller on a single board with 

change in advancement, appropriately diminishing the 

size of the structure. 

 

 
Figure3:  Proposed Unmanned Multi Function Robot 

 

 
 

Figure4: Renesas Micro controller fitted with LASER 
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Figure 5: Transmitting modules connected to PC 

 

Figure 6: Receiver Module connected to the Base of the 

Robot 

 

Figure 7: Robot fitted with GSM & RFID 

 

Figure 8: DC MOTOR fitted with Sensors 

 
Figure 9: Final output along with LCD 

 

9. Applications and Advantages 

Applications 

1. War Fields.  

2. Used in Accidents like Fire. 

3. Effectively used in remote areas where human cannot 

go. 

Advantages 

 Fidelity of the framework is more.  

 Reduces manual endeavors.  

 Save the soldier life. 

 Very minimized gadget, so we can without much of a 

stretch fit into required spot  

 

10. Conclusion 

Exactly when we consider Safeguard robots today, there 

has been a colossal improvement as show up 

contrastingly corresponding to those robots utilized in 

before times. Today, Resistance ground robots and 

unmanned vehicles are utilized the world over. 

Regardless, the essential headway of the present Guard 

robots comes as battle changes in every locale while the 

far reaching combined undertaking replaces nationalistic 

predominance. It may be said that Protection robot 

mechanization of the security philosophy is the going 

with flood of Safeguard progress. This proposed 

framework gives a prologue to plan an immediate robot 

that can be utilized to accomplish multi work in check. 

Free of explicit focal points of this system require certain 

progressions which requires wide consideration range, 

screen and control through web and all the more simple to 

utilize. 
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